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I NTRO~UC TION
Even though there is at the present time a
paucity of many elementary facts concerning the plasma
proteins, there have been significant, progressive
strides in recent years concerning the nature of
plasma proteins, their source, their re generation,
their a onormalities in various diseased states, the
physiolog ic disturbances attendant on their depletion,
as well as their therapeutic value in the correction
of certa i n physiologic disorders.
It is the purp ose of this thesis to present some
of the aspects of the progress made in the field of
plasma proteins with particular emphasis upon the
origin and utilization of the albumin and globulin
fractions and their disturbances in diseased states.
This discussion excludes the field of blood coagulation
and only briefly mentions certain advances in immunology.
The e x igencies of war made necessary an all-out
effort on the part of e x perimental physiological
laboratories to gather all possible information regarding blood plasma and its derivatives.

The resulting

high-speed, su bsidized investi g ations produced not only
suitab~ therapeutic agents_ such as dried plasma, serum
al bumin, gamma g lobulin for the treatment of battle
l.

'-

casualties, but have contributed much fundamental
information regarding plasma constituents and their
methods of analysis.
It is because of the amazing p~ogress in this
field that the timely topic of plasma proteins was
selected for this thesis.

2.

HISTORY
One hundred and fourteen years ago, Dr. John
Bostock, chemist and physiologist of Guy's Hospital,
studied urine and blood from Richard Bright's dropsical patients.

In addition to his classic observa-

tions on the characteristics of the urine, Bostock
reported to Bright, "I think I may venture to say,
that the serum generally in these cases contained
less albumin than in health, although I am not able
to state precisely the amount of this difference."
Thus, in 1827, a disturbance in the normal pattern of
the serum proteins was established as a chemical characteristic of a diseased state. (1)

However it was not

until 1856 that the effectiveness of salts were discovered by Denis (2) in the separation of albumin and
g lobulin.

Twenty-two years later Hammerstein (3) used

this principle in quantitative determinations of the
albumin and globulin fractions.

Burckhardt in 1882 (4)

made use of this knowledge and reported that starvation
caused a decrease in the serum albumin but no change in
the globulin level.
Though von Behring (5) did not realize the association between antibodies and serum globulins, he demonstrated in 1890 that the injection of attenuated diph3.

theria toxin into animals resulted in the formation of
antitoxin in the serum, which could be employed for preventive or therapeutic . inoculations.
In 1896 Starling (6) perceived the importance ci:
the osmotic pressure effects of the serum proteins and
its relationship to the hydrostatic pressure in the
capillaries.

The clinical importance of this principle

became evident when Epstein (7) in 1912 suggested hypoalbuminemia as the direct cause of nephrotic edema.
Barker and Kirk (8) in 1930 added experimental proof
when they produced edema by depleting the plasma proteins of otherwise healthy dogs by a technique called
plasm·apheresis which was developed by Morawitz (9)
24 years previously in 1906.
The association between the liver and plasma proteins was noted in 1907 when Grev.et (10) and Gilbert
and Chiray (11) recognized the variation in the valoos
of serum albumin and globulin in hepatic disease~
Therapeutic attempts to correct hypoproteinemia
have been steadily improved since Loewi(l2) in 1902
administered predigested protein orally.

The rectal

route was first suggested by Abderhelden (13) in 1907
and though Van Slyke (14) used amino acids intravenously, it was Elman and Weiner '(15) who first demonstrated the possibility of maintaining nitrogen
equilibrium with intravenous casein hydrolysate.
4.

CHEMICAL NATURE OF PLASMA PROTEINS
The exact chemical structure of plasma proteins
is yet to be established by the chemist.

This is true

even though the percentages of various amino acids
present in many proteins are well established and many
of the linkages of amino acids and peptides have been
recognized through the work of Bergmann (16) and others
in the past fifteen years.

Although insight into the

comple x structure of the protein molecule has been gained
by means of these studies of the a c tion of various enzymes on synthetic and known substrates, the groupings
that lead to the specific characteristics of proteins
remain obscure.

The difficulties i n solving the prob-

lems of the chemistry of the prote i ns center about the
enormous complexity of the molecules, many of which
include side chains of lipids and carbohydrates.

More-

over, many of the proteins undergo denaturation with
even the gentlest chemical manipulation.
The only theory on the structure of the protein
molecule which has thoroughly withstood the test of
time and e x perimentation is the peptide linkage
hypothesis (the amino acids are bound to each other
through their amino and carboxyl groups) which was
arrived at almost simultaneously by F . Hofmeister (17)
and E. Fischer (18) in 1902.
5.

"A plasma protein," as considered by E. J. Cohn (191
"ls an array-of acidic and basic groups of various spatial
relations and strengths.

These groups when ionized are

the principle sites of electric charge.

The degree of

ionization varies according to the chemical environment
of the molecule and the position of the group in the
molecule.

At blood pH, plasma proteins bear a negative

charge, being present largely as sodium salts.

This

negative charge is due to the dissociation of free
carboxyl groups of the dicarboxylic amino acids.
"The distribution of negative and positive groups
in the molecule and thus the electrical symmetry of
the molecule is expressed in terms of an overall electric moment.

This symmetry of distribution of charged

groups is of great importance for the behavior of a
large molecule.

For even though the net charge be zero

if there is asymmetry, ie, a crowding together at one

portion of the molecular surface, there will be created
an appreciable electric field of force which can act
on other molecules or electrolytes.
"Of the plasma proteins, the gamma globulins (molecular weight approximately 170,000) have the most
assymmetric charge distribution and thus have strong
interactions with other proteins end electrolytes.
6.

Albumins however produce a small electric moment and
albumins interact weakly with other proteins and electrolytes.

The albumins possess a very high buffer

ability due to their high net charge at blood pH and
also low molecular weight (70,000 ) and high molecular
symmetry of shape and charge."
In default of essential knowledge, serum proteins
are today, as in the past, classified on the basis of
convention.

Thus the protein of the plasma or serum

that remains in solution after half saturation with
ammonium sulfate or is not precipitated by 21.5 per
cent sodium sulfate is defined as aloumin.

The proteins

salted out by the s e means are known as globulins.

By

using lower concentrations of salt solutions for precipitation, the g lobulins are subdivided into fractions
termed euglobulin, pseudoglobulins I and II and fibrinogen.

Salting out continues to be the accepted method

for deter.m ining the presence and concentrations of
various serum protein fractions. '

7.

MODERN ME THODS OF ANALYSIS
In the last decade, three new approaches have
been applied to the study of the serum proteins.
These include:

first, the technic of ultracentrif-

ugation; secondly, electrophoresis; and thirdly, the
application of immunochemical reactions.
The ultracentrifugation method developed by
Svedberg (20) for the study of protein solutions
consists in sedimenting the molecules from a solution
by means of centrifuges of special construction.
These contrifuges are capable of developing rates up
to 200,000 revolutions per minute, and are fitted
with optical contrivances making it possible to record
photographically by means of various lengths of visible
and ultraviolet light the rate of sedimentation of
various solutes.

In this way the molecular weights

of one or more su bstances can be determined, since the
rate of sedimentation is a function of the mass of the
molecule and the centrifugal force.

This method also

offers a valuable check on the purity of a g iven solute,
since the substances of different molecular weights
will be sedimented at different rates and different
stratums of molecules appear in the photographs obtained.
8.
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The second technic, which is proving of great value
both chemically and clinically in the study of serum
proteins is in reality an old one.

In 1899; Hardy (21)

demonstrated the migration of colloidal particles in
an electric field.
phoresis."

This phenomenon is termed "electro-

The method

was

later successfully employed

by ?.Hohaelis (22) to distinguish certain enzymes and
proteins by their mobilities and their isoelectric
points.

The electrophoresis apparatus, enables the

chemist to separate and analyze a mixture of proteins
on the basis of their rates of migration in an electric
field.

This in turn depends on the size, shape and

particularly the net charges of the respective molecules.
Since the net charge depends on the hydrogen ion concentration of the buffer solution in which the protein
is dissolved, it is essential always to know the pH, and
particularly the type of buffer used in any analysis .
Tiselius (23), whose name is borne by the modern
electrophoresis apparatus that he developed, divided
the plasma globulins into three components--alpha, beta
and gamma.

Albumin migrates most rapidly, alpha glob-

ulin next, then beta globulin and fibrinogen and finally
gamma g lobulin, which exhibits the slowest rate of
migration in the electric field.
9.

In each of these elec-
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trophoretic components of plasma, as in the fractions
prepared by salting out with different concentrations
of neutral salts, there is not one protein, but a number
of different proteins that happen to exhib•it a common
type of behavior under the particular conditions of the
analysis, but that may be further separated under different conditions.

Like the ultracentrifuge, the

boundary of the migrating molecules can be recorded
photographically, employing what is known as the
Toepler-Schlieren method.

This depends in principle

on the detection of "small inhomogeneities in refractive
index," caused in the serum proteins by the boundaries
of the various protein fractions, migrating at different
velocities.
The analytical results obtained for the total albumin and globulin fractions of normal human serums by
electrophoresis and the conventional salting-out method
are generally in good agreement. (24)

It must be pointed

out, however, that the alpha, beta and gamma fractions
of the globulin, as separated by the electrophoretic
method and as named by Tiselius, do not correspond to
euglobulin and pseudoglobulin as measured by salt precipitation. {25)
In abnormal serums, marked discrepancies may appear
between th~ analytical results obtained by the two methods.~6)
10.

Certain fractions with the mobilities of the globulin may be erroneously found in the albumin fraction
as determined by the usual technic, and the globulin
abnormalities as determined by both methods show but
little agreement.
In the last thirteen years the brilliant studies
of Heidelberger and his associates (2 7 ) have contributed
significantly to the view that antigens and antibodies
are proteins of specific chemical nature.

Heidelberger

h as furthermore established beyond reasonable doubt the
fact that antigen and antibody comb ine, under controlled

.

circumstances, in accordance with the laws of ' multiple
proportions, whibh govern more fam i liar chemical reactions.
Kendall (2 8) wh o participated in these studies, has
utilized the basic knowledge obtained for the immunechemical analysis of human serum protein by precipitin
reactions.

Be g innini; with the immunization of' rabbits

with water-soluble and water-insoluble eug lobulin and
pseudog lobulin from the salted-out protein of normal
human .serums, Kendall prepared antiserums.

It developed

from a quantitative study of precipitates formed by these
antiserums and solutions of the salted-out protein
fractions that there are three globulin fractions.
w~s also found to be true with the electrophoretic
11.

This

method.

The quantitative correlation between the

precipitin method of Kendall and the usual saltingout method as applied to the total amounts of albumin and globulin in normal serums is excellent .

In

certain diseased states, the immunochemical technic
applied by Goettsch and Kendall, (29) like that of
the Tiselius electrophoretic method, indicates that
qualitative as well as quantitative changes occur in
the various serum protein fractions.

Thus, Goettsch

and Lyttle .(30) have shown that abnormal albumins and
globulins appear in the serums of nephrotic patients.
These proteins do not react to form precipitates with
the antiserums prepared from normal serum albumin and
globulin.

Furtnermore, antiser_ums prepared from the

abnormal serum proteins obtained from ne phrotic patients
do not react with normal serum albumins and globulins .
As much as 2 5 per cent of the serum albumin and globulin
in a nephrotic patient may differ in its chemical nature
from the protein normally present.

These qualitative

dif f erences cannot be detected with the usual saltingout method .
Another method of analysis of proteins is the
study of their composition in terms of their fundamental units, the amino acids.
12.

This is of great im-

portence not only in determining the finer details
of structure of the different protein molecules, but
also in defining their nutritional value .

Such a

method of analysis, however, is one of the most laborious and difficult in the field of chemistry.

13.

OR IG I N OF Pl.ASMA PROTEINS
The orig in of the plasma proteins has been an
intriguing problem to investigators and at the present
time there is no direct proof of any of them.
Experiments with hepatic poisons such as chloroform and phosphorus by Wh ipple and Hurwitz (31); Foster
(32); and Schultz (33) present evidence that when the
liver is in.Jured the blood f ibrinogen falls rapidly
and somewhat in proportion to the liver injury.

With

liver re generation and repair the fibrinogen blood
values return to normal. · Mann (34) doubts the validity
of such experiments and from his various hepatectomy
observations concludes that our knowledge is no less
embryonic than when in 1858 Brown-Sequard (35) believed
the intestine to be the site of fibrinogen formation.
In 1893 Dastre (36) thought of the lungs and skin as
well as the intestine as likely sites.

Mathews (37)

in 1899 confined the problem to the intestine; Morawitz
in 1908 proposed the bone marrow; and Goodpasture (39)
in 1914 sough t to prove that both the intestine and
the liver were important sites of fibrin6gen formation.
Concerning the source of other plasma proteins,
Madden and Whipple (40) state,

11

0ne who is acquainted

with the literature hesitates to bring up the subject
of the origin of aloumin and g lobulin."
14.

It is,

however, the conviction of Madden and Whipple that "evidence speaks in favor of the liver as the site of production of albumin and of much of the globul in."
The evidence that favors the liver as the site of
serum albumin formation is suggestive but at the same
time ~ot wholly cDnvincing.
ing facts.

It is based on the follow-

First, that Eck-fistula dogs , as first shown

by Kerr , Hurwitz and Whipple, (41) are apparently able
to re generate only about one tenth as much plasma protein as normal dogs and that these dogs are known to
undergo liver atrophy.

Secondly, Elman and Heifetz (42)

have shown a marked decrease in liver function, as tested
by isoiodeikon excretion, in dogs developing hypoalbuminemia on Weech 1 s protein-deficient diet.

These dogs

also show a lowered liver protein content vacuolization
of the liver cei1s, and an accompanying decrease in
the leve l of serum albumin.

This decrease in serum

albumin has recently been shown by Patek and Post (43)
to be associated with an inability of certain patients
with cirrhosis to form serum albumin even when large
amounts of protein are fed.

That proteins other than

plasma proteins are stored by these patients is shown
by their marked positive nitrogen balance .

The presence

of marked hypoalbuminemia, as defined by a level below

~-

,,
2.5 gm. per 100 cc., which persists despite an adequate
protein intake, constitutes a grave prognostic sign in
cirrhosis and suggests the presence of irreparable
liver damage.
Hepatectomy experiments have added little significant evidence in relation to plasma albumin end
globulin . (34)
Thompson, McQuarrie end Bell (44) contributed a
clinical observation pointing to the liver as the
source of plasma proteins.

They reported a child with

edema end hypoproteinemia for seven months which at
autopsy presented atrophy of the liver with disappearance of cells in the intermediate end peripheral zones
in the looules.

The tissues were normal.

According

to Madden end Whipple (40) Johansen in 1938 cites
a case of idiopathic hypoproteinemia which at autopsy
showed an interstitial hepatatis.

Cases of liver

cirrhosis often show a low leve 1 of plasma protein,
especially a low albumin and A-G ratio. (45, 46, 47,
48 , 49, 50, 51, 52)

In refutation of the bone marrow

as a source of plasma protein Madden end Whipple call
attention to the human cases of aplastic anemia which
at autopsy show almost complete absence of all marrow
elements yet with plasma proteins all within normal
range.

This would seem to dispose of the marrow cells
l.6.

as an essential factor in plasma protein fabrication.
Hypoalbuminemia in the nephrotic state and the
classic failure of this hypoalbuminemia to respond to
high-protein feeding throws some doubt on the specificity of the liver as a source of serum albumin, because
at the present time there is little evidence to suggest
that either functional or anatomic liver damage exists
in nephrotic patients. (53)

It may be argued that long-

continued albuminuria exhausts the capacity of the liver
to regenerate serum albumin in these patients.

On the

other hand, when the serum albumin has been decreased
for only a short time, it is also often impossible to
raise the albumin level despite a positive nitrogen
balance maintained over the course of many months . (54)
This reasoning does not in any way exclude the liver
as the source of serum albumin, but it does raise an
unexplained objection to the hypothesis.
With regard to the source of the plasma globulins,
it is fair to state that most workers agree to a multiple
origin.

The importance of the liver in relation to fi-

brinogen and prothrombin formation is clear.

In relation

to the source of the other globulins, there appears to
be less certainty about the role of the liver.

Thus,

there is an amazing lack of correlation between the
17.

changes occurring in the concentration of albumin
and those occurring in the globulins in undernutrition.
In Weech's (55) dogs maintained on an inadequate protein diet, as well as in human subjects, "the average
concentration of globulin remains singularly constant;
it follows that the fall in total protein is brought
about ent~ely by depletion of the albumin fraction."
The argument has been advanced that the depletion of
serum albumin in liver disease constitutes evidence
that this type of protein is formed in this organ.

At

the same time, certain globulins of the serum are often
strikingly increased in the olood in liver disease involving parenchyrnal cells, and yet it is suggested that
much of the globulin is also formed in the liver.

This

appa~ent paradox, according to Loeb (53), might perhaps
be explained if albumin and globulin are formed by different cells, for example, the albumin by polygonal
cells and the globulins by the reticuloendothelial cells.
In recent years Sabin (56) has provided convincing
visu al evidence indicating that the reticuloendothelial
system as a whole is concerned with the elaboration of
antibodies, which as Heidelberger (27) has shown by
quantitative precipitin studies, may constitute as much
as 60 to 70 per cent of all the serum globulins in
18.

h ighly immunized animals.

Sabin injected a colored

egg-albumin antigen pre pared by Heidelberger into rabbits,
and found that it was taken up by the cells of the
reticuloendothelial system.

The antigen was then

altered by these cells by removal of the dye, and at
this time it probably pass~d from vacuoles into the
cytoplasm.

After four to seven days, at which time

antibodies appeared in the serum, the macrophages that
had taken up the dye showed marked shedding of their
surface films without damage to them.

With the shed-

ding of the surface films, Sabin believes that the
antibody globulin is carried into the blood plasma.
Sabin also believes that this shedding of globulin by
cells of the reticuloendothelial system takes place
at a slower rate in nonimmune animals, and that this
process is responsible for normal serum ,globulin formation.
Chung and Reimann (57) Cite the following observations as evidence that antibodies are formed in
the hematopoietic system;
(1) Injury to blood forming organs by x-ray or
radium re.aults in decreased production of antibodies .
(2) Patients with chronic disease of the blood
forming or gans such as aplastic anemia, leukemia, kala19.

-"

azar show little or no antibody response following
injection of various bacterial antigens.

20.
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SYWr:FIESIS OF PLASMA PROTEINS

The knowled ge concerning the anabolic processes
of plasma proteins is neglig ible as it is of synthesis
of a 11 proteins.
Control of the anabolic processes is only through
hormones of unknown action; protein synthesis can be
stimulated by the administration of the anterior
pituitary growth hormone, but this has thus far thrown
no light whatever on the methods of the synthesis which
it has the power to initiate. (58)
Though the view of protein synthesis being an
amino acid condensation process has almost universal
acceptance, the actual evidence in its favor is nil.
The process has never been demonstrated, nor has any
associated enzyme systems known.
R.

s.

Alcock (5 8 ) suggests that the blood amino

acids are taken up by the tissues and broken down to
some simple unit.

Tr1 is unit, by polymerization, pro-

vides a b asis on which the protein is built.

Within

this basis molecule process of deferentiation sets in
and a definite proportion of each amino acid is formed,
the protein so produced being similar in composition
to the probable ancestral protein.

Then subsequent

differentiation of the molecule follows a course
21.

determined by the nature of the tissue in which it is
being produced.

Though this view has never been dis-

proven it has not received widespread acceptance.
Bergmann (16) cites evidence that the various
amino acids are located at definite places in the
protein molecule.

The isotope experiments by

Schoenheimer and his associates (59) have revealed
that in the living organism there is no such thing
as a permanent protein molecule but that proteins are
being constantly broken down into amino acids and
newly built up again.

The prote ln and its components

in the metabolic mixture are, therefore, in a continuous state of exchange.

Schoenheimer describes the

process as follows, "Nitrogenous groupings of tissue
proteins are constantly involved in chemical reactions;
peptide linka ges open, the amino acids liberated mix
with others of the same species of whatever source,
diet or tissue.

This mixture of amino acid ·.molecules,

while in the free state, takes part in a variety of

chemical reactions: some reenter directly into vacant
positions left open by the rupture of peptide linkages;
others transfer their nitrogen to deaminated molecules
to form new amino acids .

These in turn continuously

enter the same ~hemical cycles which render the source
of nitrogen indistinguishable."
22.

The past five years have seen the gradual abandoning of the majority of. protein hypotheses that looked
so promising in 1937 and 1938.

Modifications and new

hypothesis, more firmly based on experimental fact,
are being advanced. (60)

And so we see that our know-

ledge as well as the protein molecule is in a constant
state of flux.

23.

UTILIZATION OF SERUM PROTEINS
The utilization of plasma proteins is another
complex unsettled subject in which speculation reigns.
It is most interesting to note the alterations in our
concepts over the period of years.
Van Slyke (14), as early as 1913 theorized from
h i s observations that the amino acids enter the circulation from the intestinal tract then immediately
are absorbed from the blood by the tissues without
undergoing any immediate chemical change.

"The amino

acids of the blood appear, therefore, to be in
equilibrium with those of the tis s ues.
The power of tissues to take up these amino acids
is limited, but the liver, however, continually desaturates itself by metabolizing the amino acids that it
has absorbed, and consequently maintains its power
indefinitely.

When the supply is in excess as in ex-

periments with intravenous amino acids or when the
liver function is impaired, the kidney excretes the
excess unchanged.

Tne plasma proteins were considered

as static metabolic products.
Whipple and his associ a tes (62) contend that food
proteins yield the amino acid absorbed from the
intestinal tract and the amino acids are synthesized in the liver cells and elsewhere into plasma
24.

proteins.

These plasma proteins and amino acids supply

the protein req_l irements of the body cells.

Normally

there is a considerable reserve of plasma protein
forming material (l to 5 times the circulating mass)
which reserve can be reduced by fasting, low protein
diet or protein depletion.

This depletion of protein

reserve lowers the body resistance to infection and
intoxication.

These body protein stores, protein pro-

duction and protein wear and tear are in a nicely balanced state-- a dynamic equilibrium.

These proteins

can pass readily from plasma into cells and the reverse,
without loss of nitrogen.
Hemoglooin in its production may draw on the plasma
protein but ~b stands apart in the protein economy and
does not · contribute freely to the protein pool.

On the

other hand, the body guards jealously the fabrication
of hemot lobin and b iven a real need for both plasma
protein and hemoglobin the protein flow favors the Hb.,
which under these conditions is always produced in more
abundance than the plasma protein.
Whipple noted that in phloriginized dogs the intravenous plasma protein does not increase the urinary
nitrogen and dextrose as occurs in non phloriginized
dog s.

The injected pls sma protein promptly disappears
25.

from the circulation within 24 hours.

It appears that

the plasma proteins are metabolized without increase
in the amino acids in the body fluids--that is, without
damage to the amino acid level.

This suggests accord-

ing to Whipple a modification of the plasma protein
entering the cells . by means of a clearage into large
aggregates and re-assembly into the normal cell proteins.

He presents the hypothesis that perhaps ferments

modify the surface membrane of the tissue cell to allow
traversability of these aggregates.
The following graphic representation is used to
'

depict this dynamic equilibrium of plasma proteins.
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And thus we see that plasma proteins are not
merely static blood constituents having physicochemical and immunolog ical functions, but that they
are part of a blanced system of body proteins wit~ an
"ebb and flow" state existing between the plasma and
the cells.
The evidence for this concept rests upon experiments which upset this dynamic ~uilibrium.
I

In favor of the existence of an e·quilibrium between tissue protein and plasma protein, the following
facts may be cited:
1.

The studies of nitrogen balance reported

by Weech, Goettsch and Reeves (61) in 1935 show that
the depletion of the plasma protein in dogs by a low
protein maintenance diet is accompanied by a much
larger loss of protein from the tissues.
2.

Patients with hypoproteinemia are usually
~

malnourished and asthenic ind icating a tissue protein
deficit as well.
3.

The amount of nitrogen retained during re-

covery from human nutritional edema far e xceeds the
quantity that would be required to simply restore
the plasma protein leve 1. ( 61)
4.

The sudden withdrawal of plasma proteins by

plasmaphoresis is followed by rapid replacement even
27.

though the animal be fasting. (41)
5.

Weech (61) found that during a 12 day plasma

depletion period it required the removal of four grams
of albumin for each gram reduction in the circulating
fraction and 7.5 grams of globulin for each gram reduced in the circulating mass.
6.

Holman, Mahoney and Whipple (63) in 1934

have shown that the nitrogen requ irement of the tissues
can be met by intravenous injections of plasma proteins
and that abnormally high plasma concentrations were not
produced.

The protein was apparently removed to supply

the tissue needs.
7.

w.

Metcalf (64) observed that intravenous

injected plasma protein leaves the circulation in a
relatively short time to be general l y distributed at
a con s tant rate irre g ardless of volume, concentration
or reser ve states.
In conflict with the concept of an equilibrium
between tissue protein and plasma protein the following facts ma y be cited.
1.

Weech 1 s (61) experiments show that tissue

protein and plasma protein do not always move in a
parallel manner and that occasionally the plasma protein level may rise while the tissue protein (as reflected in the body weight) falls.
28.

2.

Hypoproteinemia to edema levels can be pro-

duced experimentally more satisfactorily if the initial
nutritional state is good rather than poor. (65)
3.

During recovery from nutritional edema, the

plasma proteins may regenerate to normal levels in
less time than is required for the restoration of
normal nutrition. (61)
4.

Severely malnourished individuals frequently

have normal plasma protein levels.
5.

Complete fasting does not usually result in

a reduction of the plasma protein concentration.

It

is difficult to think of an equilibrium between tissue
proteins and plasma protein which depends upon total
quantities rather than upon concentrations. (61)
In my opinion the evidence presented in favor
of the existence of equilibrium between tissue protein and plasma protein is far more convincing.

The

experiments indicating a non-correspondence between
tissue

protein levels and plasma protein levels raise

the question as to what effect water balance has upon
the increasing plasma levels and the decreasing body
weight.

Other factors could influence body weight

causing it to misrepresent the body protein level.
Is there an emergency compensatory mechanism which
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might influence the protein depletion in cachetic
animals?

A sacrifice of indispensable tissue protein

to maintain plasma protein seems as

f

not too unlikely

possibility and would thereby negate the other observations presented as refutation of the hypothesis.
Pommerenke ( 66), Howland ( 67) and Whipple ( 68}
speculate as to the metabolic procedure of conversion
of plasma protein to cell protein, "It would appear
simpler for the body to split only partially and then
realign the large ag 6 regates into cell protein rather
than be forced to digest such protein to its amino acid
residues before being able to incorporate it into its
individual cell protein.

Some may hold that present

concepts of specificity of protein structure are incompatible with synthesis from large aggregates (polypeptides or greater), but we do not find sufficient knowledge of the nature and synthesis of protein in vivo
to rule out such a reasonable hypothesis.
"On the other hand, it must be admitted that an
alternative hypothesis is tenable, namely, that intracellularly ingested plasma protein may be catabolized
to amino acids at the same rate as normal cell protein
and then l, deaminized, sparing the cell protein, or 2,
formed into new cell protein while catabolism of the
old continues."

No present evidence would bar the si30.

~

multaneous intracellular catabolism and anabolism of
such proteins at rates consistent with the maintenance
of the normal tissue conc en tr a ti ons of amino acids as
suggested by Van Slyke. ( :1.4)
Whipple and his associates speculate further.
"It is admitted that the body can be kept in nitrogen
equilibrium by amino acids by mouth.

There will be

synthesis of plasma proteins in the liver in this type
of experiment and these plasma proteins will be available all over the body to all cells.

In an emergency

(fasting) these same plasma proteins can ·supply all
the nitrogen (and protein) requirements.

Why must we

assume that the complicated assembly of amino acids
to the large protein aggregate is the task of• each and
every cell in the body?

It would be possible for the

liver, strategically situated as it is, to do the hard
work of preliminary sythesis to spare this task to the
body cells specialized for other purposes (e.g., muscle).
These specialized cells under standard conditions could
rely upon the reservoir of plasma proteins for their
·current needs.

This thesis may not be accepted by many

but at least it fits with some evidence which is accumulating."
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RESERVE STORES OF PLASMA PROTEIN
A reserve store of plasma protein building material
is one subject for which the evidence is overwhelming
and it may be accepted as a fact.

That such materials

exist was first demonstrated by Morawitz in 1906, when
he found that regeneration of the blood plasma proteins
occurred during fasting following their acute depletion
by bleeding. (40)
The reserve store of protein is defined by Whipple
and associates (69) as all protein which may be given
up by an organ or tissue under uniform conditions
without interfering with organ or body function.

This

definition indicates primary physiological significance,
not anatomical.
Cutting and Cutter (70) found that 40 per cent
of the original mass of circulating protein could be
regenerated within 12 hours after its removal.

Seven

days' fasting did not alter this remarkable response.
It may be estimated that normal dogs have sufficient materials in sotrage to form a quantity of plasma
protein one to two times that normally present in their
circulations.

Th i s may amount to as much or more than

the total protein content of the liver and indicates
that a large portion of it must be stored elsewhere.
32.

This amount is larger than that given by plasma protein
re generation during fasting and probably more nearly
represents what the animal can produce when the only
demand on the stores i s for plasma re generation. (41.,71)
Doc s once subjected to plasma depletion and thereafter
allowed to return to normal exh i bit larger reserve
stores on subsequent depletion. (72)
That the nitrogenous metabolites are stored as
protein appears probable fro m the weight of evidence
reviewed by Borsook and Keighley. (73)

These investi-

gators present new data to indicate that in an adult
man in nitrogen equilibrium and a ur inary nitrogen excretion about 10 gr ams da i ly about half of this nitrogen comes from catabolism of stored protein., the extent
of which storage is a function of the previous dietary
history.

This fraction of the tot a l they term the

tinuing " nitrogen metabolism.

II

con-

In this dynamic picture.,

ex tensive synthetic processes invo l ving amino acids
balance the catabolic portion of the "continuing"
nitro gen metabolism.

While the da t a are meager., the

hypothesis is stimulating.
In the utiliiation of the reserve store for general
nitro gen requirements or for plasma protein formation.,
it is characteristic that a large bulk of t he store is
used early and rapidly., a so-called "labile" portion.
33.

When the steady state existing between body protein supply and demand is distur bed the rate of the
reaction in the direction of a new equilibrium is determined by the product of the active masses of the
substances reacting as well as by other constants and
conditions. (74)

Thus, when the mass of stored protein

is large, and change of diet, plasma depletion, body
injury, or other disturbing factor is introduced, this
mass will be converted at a faster rate than when the
mass diminishes, other things being equal.

Under such

a concept the "labile" portion is merely that portion
of the reserve store which is mob ilized first and fastest
and in other respects is not different from that made
availa ole more slowly.
Observations on the rate of mobilization of protein stores ln response to acute demand for plasma
protein indicate that the greater bulk of this reserve
i s not stored as plasma protein nor as material more
easily converted into plasma protein than orally ingested
protein.

A small portion of the store sufficient to

raise the concentration 0.5 per cent within 15 minutes
after rapid acute plasma depletion may be essentially
preformed plasma protein. (71)

If a large portion of

the store were readily available in only slightly mod34.

ified form one would e xpect a rap id appearance of tm
plasma protein in the blood stream and a more prompt
return to normal plasma protein concentration.

Actually

dietary protein (41) or intravenous amino acid mixtures
(75) will accelerate the relatively slow regeneration
of plasma protein from reserve stores.
Can plasma proteins be formed from essential
(non-storage) body protein?

The evidence so far speaks

against this possibility, as it has been found that
only 3 to 4 grams' plasma protein , can be removed from
a protein depleted dog during a week of fasting. (76)
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PLASMA PROTEIN REGENERATION
Plasma protein regeneration is a subject of considerable clinical as well as physiolo g ic significance.
Plasma protein depletion can be prevented in a number
of ways in the normal animal.
as follows:

These may be enumerated

the maintenance of an adequate dietary

protein intake; the maintenance of nitrogen equilibrium
in the fasting animal by the intravenous administration
of plasma proteins; the feeding of amino-acid mixtures
in amounts s ufficient to maintain nitrogen balance, in
which the recent work of Mitchell (7 7) and his colleagues
demonstrates that only seven of these acids are essential
in the adult rat; the intravenous, subcutaneous or oral
administration of casein hydrolysates to which are added
tryptophane and cystine or methionine .
In the course of plasma protein depletion, as
brought about in animals either by protein starvation,
the technic employed by Weech (65), or by plasmapheresis
in dogs maintained on a low but adequate protein intake,
the method used by Whipple (63) and his associates for
many years, the albumin fr _a c vion suffers primarily.
is particularly unfortunate for physiologic reasons .

This
If

protein depletion has been of short duration, repletion
is rapid ly accomplished by the means of protein feeding.
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If depletion is of long standing, the rate of protein
repletion, as shown by Weech {78), is at first rapid,
but then the pace is slowed and months may be required
to attain the orig inal levels.
in animals but also in man.

This is true not only

Of interest but still un-

explained, is the fact that after depletion of certain
reserve stores of plasma protein, the protein-starved
anima l is unable to utilize effect i vely his remaining
· body protein or its disinte gration products for plasma
protein re ge n eration. ·
In contrast to clinical states of hypoproteinemia
orought ab out by undernutrition and curable by the
I

methods that have been shown to prevent hypoproteinemia,
stand cases of nephrotic and hepat i c hypoalbuminemia,
Regeneration of plasma .proteins in these cases is notably
ineffective, owing to a failure of the albumin-synthesizing
mechanism. ( 78, 79)

Treatment with h j gh- prote in diets

or protein autolysates bring s about the stora ge of body
protein without re generation o f plasma protein, particularly serum album i n.
Kerr, Hurwitz and Whipple (41) off ered the first
e x perimental evidence that diet influe nced favorably
the re generation of de p leted plasma proteins.

In

dogs adequate food protein has more recently been
found to have a qualitatTve as we l l
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as a

quantitative significance.(66, 80)

Per unit of protein

fed, beef serum will favor the production of 3 times
as much plasmaprotein as beef heart and more than 5
times as much as beef stomach.
That plasma protein formation can be controlled
by diet and that different proteins have different
values in plasma formation are verified by an entirely
different method. (78)
These potency values of Weech measure relative
differences in rate of formation and not in total
capacity for formation of albumin., as is measured
for plasma proteins by the plasmapheresis technique.
Evidently in the materials so far tested these two
qualities are proportional., .for the relative orders
of potency determined by the two methods are similar.
Such may not be true in all instances.

It has been

frequently noted that the addition to the basal diet
o.f some· proteins., for example soy bean., is followed
by a much prompter response in production of new plasma
protein than the addition of other equal or even superior
materials., such as "gelatin plus cystine plus tyrosine".
Melnick., Cowgill and Burack (81) assayed serum
protein, casein., and lactalbumin and concluded that
there was no significant difference in any of their
potency values.

Their test procedure emplpwed plasma38.

pheresis and a basal protein-free diet.
Do some foods favor albumin production?

Liu and

Chu (82) could find only slightly more favorable action
in anima l protein than in vegetable protein in raising
the plasma protefn concentration of two patients with
nephrosis.

As a matter of fact, neither type of pro-

tein was very definitely effective in this regard although a similar and considerable nitrog en retention
and gain in body weight was obtained by each.

The

gradual rise in plasma protein concentration which
occurred in both cases is probably better attributed
to removal of incident infection than to dietary measures.
Animal experiments testing the relative capacities
of animal and plant proteins in albumin and globulin
forma tion present conflicting evidence. (80, 83, 84)
It is evident that for albumin production, sweeping conclusions concerning the group superiority of
animal or of plant proteins cannot be safely drawn.
However, certain plant proteins (rice and potato) in
these exper i ments do favor a low albumin: g lobulin
ratio or appear to favor the production of globulin
when compared with certain standard animal proteins
(meat, kidney and liver). (40)
When a fasting dog is g iven plasma protein (whole
do 6 plasma ) by vein, the dog is kept in nitrogen equi39.

libr ium and even in weight equilibrium for many days.
(76)

The dog uses up the introduced protein to supply

its protein needs and as this goes on day by day the
albumin: globulin ratio remains unchanged. (85)

This

indicates that the body can and does use both albumin
and globulin at aoout the same rate to carry on its
normal internal protein metabolism .

This would suggest

that differences in the albumin: globulin ratio might
be more frequently due to variations of produ ction rather
than to lack of use of t he normal globulins .
Weech and Goettsch (80) find that in their method
of assay, the albumin and not the g lobulin fraction
of the serum is influenced by the charactAr of the
diet.

'rhey do find an increase in the quantity of

circulating globulin during the feedin g of test proteins, but conclude that diet is not an important
factor in influencing the formation of globulin.
Under the experimental circumstances of plasmapheresis, there are data which indicate that globulin
formation is directly dependent on the diet. (63, 66)
For example, the same 100 grams of beef serum which
produced 38 grams total plasma protein, produced approximately 21 grams albumin and 17 grams globulin (65).
The addition of 100 grams bran flakes to a kidney basal
diet (83) results ·in the formation of about 12 grams
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albumin and 11 grams e lobulin.

Since it has been shown

that 100 grams casein will yield only 5 grams albumin
and 7 grams £ lobulin, and 100 grams gelatin 5 gr Pms or
less of each, it becomes apparent that as measured by
plasmapheresis diet regulates g lobu lin production equally
as well as albumin formation.
Amino acids.

Since the experiments of

o.

Loewi

in 1902 (12), de.m onstrating that the feeding of protein
digests could m~intain nitrogen equilibrium, much effort
has been directed toward discovering the dietary essential
protein constituents.

For the growth of rats, these

essential amino acids have been recently determined in
the laboratory of

w.

C. Rose in a series of experiments

announced by him in 1937. (86)

Rats fed a diet, the

nitrogen of which is furnished by a mixt ure of pure
amino acids, exhibit normal growth curves only when
appropriate quantities of the following ten amino
acids are included in the mixture:

t~reonine, valine,

leucine, isoleucine, methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophane, arginine, histidine, and lysine.

Moreover, Rose

states tha t norm a l growth occurs if these amino acids
are offered to the exclusion of all others.

Such ex-

periments invite speculation regarding t he amino acid
requirements for plasma protein s ynthesis.
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Since these

ten amino acids sup port growth, they probably support
the formation of new plasma protein in the growing
blood volume of the young rat.

Direct evidence of

such a synthesis would be valuable.
In the dog by the plasmapheresis technique
described above direct measurement of new formed protein can be made.

Certain amino acids have been

st udied for their eff ect on the formation of new
plasma protein in such standardized dogs. (72, 84)
When the addition of one or more amino acids to a
basal diet is followed by an increase in plasma protein formation above basal it may be inferred that
the added amino acids supplement the melange available
to the synthesizing mechanism (liver probably) from
diet and body sources in such fashion as to permit
the forma tion of more new protein. It seems probable
that the added amino acids are at least in part incorporated in the new plasma protein and thus represent
components essential for its synthesis in a depleted
dog put to the strain of maximal regeneration of plasma protein.
The results of such amino acid feeding experiments
are (a) cystine, with tryptophane or tyrosine, adds much
plasma protein producin g power to gelatin; (b) cystine,
with tryptophane and the other amino acids indicated,
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adds much plasma protein producing power to zein; (c)
cystine, with glycine , glutami c acid, and leucine adds
much potency to the liver basal diet.

Under certain

conditions cystine qualifies as a key amino acid in
plasma protein regeneration.

Observations by Elman (75)

on dogs indicate that serum protein re generation followsevere hemorrhage may be aided by the intravenous administration of hydrolyzed casein with added tryptophane.
Elman and Weiner (15) have carrled out similar intravenous infusions on patients suffering from malnutrition
and hypoproteinemia.

They report that edema usually

disappeared, serum protein concentration occurred, and
nitrogen balance was easily achieved as a consequence
of the casein digest injections.

They found that these

favorable results were not obtained when tryptophane and
cystine (or methio.n ine) were not added to the digest.
Cox and Mueller (87) found that intravenously administered hydrolysated of good proteins are equally
effective in serum albumin regeneration _which their
hydrolysates (casein, lactalbumin and serum protein)
were the equivalent of the intact protein as measured
by ~he growth of experimental animals.

In explanation

of this difference, they suggest the following hypothesis.
" Tt has been shown that in the establishment of
nitroge n balance, all essential amino acids must be
43.

present in the circulation at the same tirr.e.

If

this is true, it is not unlikely that differences in
the rate of protein hydrolysis and i n the rate of
absorption of the amino a cids from t he gastrointestinal
tract may greatly influence the effectiveness of a
particular protein in serum protein albumin regeneration.
Th at proteins are hydrolyzed at dif f erent rates and to
different extents, and that amino acids are readily
freed from some protein link ages but that some form
resistant groupings, are well recognized facts.
Furt her it was shown that there are differences i n the
rate of absorption of' the different amino acids.
"It follows that the composition of the amino acid
mixture which may eventually appear in the blood may
differ widely from the actual composition of the ingested protein.

Therefore, in measurin b the effect

of an ingested protein by means of plasma albumin regeneration, one may be measurine not an intrinsic difference in proteins based on ultimate composition but
the net resultant of varying rates of enzymin hydrolysis
and absorption from the intestine.
"When a hydrolysate instead of intact protein is
g iven orally, one eliminates the necessity for intestinal
hydrolysis and all the amino acids are immediately avail44.

able for absorption.

By intravenous administration,

the further factor of differing rates of absorption
is eliminated.

Since we observed that plasma albumin

is re generated to an equal extent whether the protein
hydrolysates were given by mouth or by vein, it would
seem that the rate of intestinal hydrolysis of proteins
is the factor which has determined recorded differences
in the ability of intact protein of good nutritive
quality to regenerate plasma albumin."
McGee ( 88) in 1940 demonstrated that free amino
acid mixtures are absorbed from the intestinal tract
two-three times quicker than when they are in the form
of protein molecules.
Miscellaneous exogenous materials tested in plasma .
protein regeneration, as would be expected in the normal
animal, have not been found to substitute for protein
or amino acid in plasma protein synthesis.

A recent

report by Schoenheimer (89) indicating some utilization
of ammonia nitrogen in body protein synthesis should
prompt an early trial of such substances in plasma regeneration.

Certain .alpha keto and alpha hydroxy acids

corresponding in other respects to essential amino acids
have been found to substitute satisfactorily for such
amino acids in the synthesis of body protein and presum45.

ably the appropriate ones could be used in plasma
protein formation. (86)

Parenter al liver extract

and iron have both proved ineffective in stimulating
regeneration in hypoproteinemic dogs. (84)
In summary, then, plasma protein regeneration in
hypoproteinemic states resulting from undernutrition
can be corrected by the liberal administration of protein, amino acids or protein autolysates.

Furthermore,

in addition to the quantity of protein, its quality
has been shown to be a matter of considerable importance.
Finally, in states in which hypoproteinemia appears to
be assoclated, at least in part, with a disturbance in
serum albumin synthesis, administration of .protein may
lead to stora ge of body protein, with little if any increase in the serum protein concentrations.
Potency of Various F'oods for Plasma Protein Formation. (40)
High Potency
Beef Serum

Medium Potency
Low Potency
Egg White
Gelatin
Autoclaved yeast
Zein
Beef chuck
Pancreas
Canned Salmon
Beef liver
Case in
Red blood
Lactalbumin
cells of dog
Cooked pork kidneys Spleen
Beef stomach
Pork brain
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PHYSIOLO GICAL FU NCTIONS OF THE ALBUMINS

AND GLOBULINS
Serum albumin seems to perform two very important functions.

In the first place, there is

evidence that serum albumin reflects changes in
the protein nutrition of the whole body.

Under con-

ditions of protein starvation, as Weech (78) has
shown, there is

a

steady fall in the serum albumin

' concentration of the plasma, whereas the g lobulin
level is hardly disturbed at all.

That this fall

reflects a depletion of the protein stores of the
whole body has been demonstrated clearly by a number
of workers.

In work on dogs, Elman and his group (90)

and Whi pple and his associates (40) have shown that

in the treatment of hypoproteinemie only a small proportion of the protein that has been administered, and
proved by nitrogen balance studies to be retained in
the body, can be accounted for by the increase in circulating plasma protein, particularly albumin.
remainder is withdrawn into the tissues.

The

Under con-

ditions in which there is a marked loss of protein
from the body, it is the serum alb umin level in particular that usually reflects the depletion.

In many

cases, as, for example, in nephrosis, albumin is being
lost more rapidly t h an other proteins. (91)
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Hypoproteinemia with protein loss is observed in
patients with chronic draining infections, multiple
paracenteses, proteinuria or chronic diarrheal disease, particularly when the protein intake is low.
Under certain conditions, a low serum albumin may
not necessarily reflect a generalized protein deficiency so much as a failure of the normal synthesis c§
serum albumin.

This is particularly seen in conditions

of hepatic fa~lure, notably in cirrhosis of the liver,
in which Patek and his group (92) have shown that even
with high-protein dieta and the maintenance of a positive nitrogen balance it is frequently impossible to
elevate the serum albumin level.
Superficially there may seem to be some contradiction between the work of Weech, which emphasizes the
nutritional importance of the albumin fraction only,
and the work of Whipple and his colleagues, which shows
that both albumin and globulin are produced rapidly by
dogs whose protein stores have been depleted by a regime
of repeated plasmapheresis and low-protein diet. Actually there is no discrepancy to be explained.

Weech

has produce dhypoproteinemia by a process of protein
starvation, thus allowing the dogs to exhaust their
own stores of plasma protein-building material.
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Whipple and his group have produced hypoproteinernia
by a combination of' a low-protein diet with the active
removal of large amounts of plasma protein from the
dogs by bleeding and returning the cells to the circulation.

Thus, the factor of loss of the whole plasma

protein mixture is added to tha t of a low-protein diet.
When both albumin and globulin are lost, both protein
fractions are manufactured ate rate that is influenced
by the available reserves and by the type and amount
of dietary protein.

Weech 1 s experiments indicate that

when the diet contains an amount of protein inadequate
to repair the normal wear and tear of the tissues,
serum albumin is gradually utilized for this purpose,
thus suggesting . that it is the more useful of the two
fractions for supplying the needs of the tissues.
The second significant function of serum albumin
is the maintenance of plasma volume.

The early studies

of Starling (6) in this field indicated the importance
of colloid osmotic or oncotic pressure of the plasma in
retaining fluid within the circulation.

The osmotic

pressure of the plasma proteins (though very small)
is of great functional importance, because the capillary
endothelium is relatively impermeable to protein.

As

the protein concentration in the tissue spaces is neg49.

ligibly small, the plasma protein osmotic pressure
helps to attract fluid into the blood vessels.

On the

other hand, the capillary b lood pressure is a filtering
force tending to drive fluid into the tissue spaces,
and thus works in the opposite direction to the osmotic
pressure of the colloids.

It is the equilibrium be-

tween these two forces which regulates the interchanges
between the blood and the tissue spaces and influence
s lomerular filtration in the kidney.

By virtue of their

osmotic pressure the plasma proteins tend to retain
fluid in the capillaries and so help to maintain the
plasma volume.

Thus when the plasma proteins are low

the balance is upset and fluid leaves the circulation
producin~ edema. (93)
The albumin fraction having a greater number of
molecules per g iven weight as compared to globulin
e xerts the higher osmotic pressure.

Scatchard, Bachelder

and Brown (94), with access to pure solutions of albumin prepared by Cohn and his associates (95), have demonstrated that 80 per cent of the colloid osmotic
pressure of normal plasma is due to its albumin, which,
however, makes up but 60 per cent of the total protein.
Thus, o.8 gm. of albumin is the equivalent of 1.0 gm.
of a normal mixture of plasma proteins.

It has like-

wise been de.nonstrated that the quantitative response
to the injection of concentrated albumin solutions is
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what might be expected from these accurate in vitro
measurements. (96)
Although albumin seems to behave in the human
circulation as might be expected on the basis of its
physicochemical properties, it should not be regarded
as an inert substance trapped in the circulation like
gum acacia.

Rather, it is in a constant state of

dynamic equilibrium with the tissue proteins .

For

ex ample, shortly after the inje'ction of acac la the
concentration of serum albumin falls markedly, presumably to compensate for the increase in oncotic
pressure produced by the acacia, which cannot be so
readily removed from the circulation. (97)

Further-

more, albumin, and to a lesser extent some of the other
serum proteins, are not held completely within the blood
vessels, but apparently do pass in small amounts across
the capillary walls,as the extensive researches of
Drinker {98) and Landis (99) have shown, and even perhaps across the glo::nerular capillar ie a, as the work
of Dock suggests. (100)

Plasma proteins that pass

across the capillary wall into the tissue fluid, as
well as other proteins derived from the tissues themselves, probably do not pass back directly into the
capillaries but are returned to the circulation by
the lymphatic system. (98)
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Whereas serum albumin plays an important role in
the regulation of blood volume, it is not the only
factor concerned.

If it were, the nephrotic patient

would have virtually no circulating plasma, because
of the extremely low levels of serum albumin in
nephrotic plasm and its low oncotic pressure.

Pressure

within the tissues themselves -- which rises with the
accumulation of edema fluid (101), -- the intake of
salt and fluids, the permeability of the capillary
wall, and arterial and venous pressures , all play a
role in the regulation of amounts of flui d held within
and without the main circulation. (102)
Althoueh plasma albumin constitutes a relatively
homogeneous group of closely related proteins, the
plasma globulins are multiple and complex.

As a group,

they differ from albumin in their greater molecular
asymmetry, lower net charge and, in most cases, larger
molecular size. (19)

The stability of most globulins

i s less than that of the albumins, but this is not
universally true.

In fact, one cannot generalize about

the globulins, which are a large group of complex and
very different proteins.
That antibodies are modified ganmia globulins is
supported by abundant data derived from the study of
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both human and animal serums. (27, 103)

Pauling (104)

claims that antibodies differ from normal serum globulin only in the way in which the two end parts of the
globulin polypeptide chain are coi l ed.

These parts

as a result of the i r amino acid composition and order,
have accessible a great many configurations with nearly
the same stability.

Under the influence of an antigen

molecule they assume configurations complementary to
surface re gion s of the antigen thus forming two active
ends on the chain.
Whereas serum albumin is developed early in life,
the pattern of serum globulins increases in complexity
with growth and development and as a result of the
contact of the organism with its environment.

Thus,

Rapoport and h i s co-workers (105) have recently reported on the plasma protein fractions in the neonatal
period and infancy.

They have shown that whereas both

albumin and globulin concentrations of the plasma are
somewhat lower shortly after birth and increase slowly
throughout infancy, the increase in the globulin fraction
is proportionately greater.

How much of this is due to

the normal processes of maturation and how much to the
res ponse to various antigenic stimuli is not yet clear.
This relative hypoprote inemia of early infancy is of
b3.

interest in relation to the ease with which edema
develops in newborn infants shortly after delivery.
Much of the antibody globulin found in the plasma
of the newborn infant is derived from its mother. (106)
This may be acquired in two ways: by passage across
the placenta from the maternal circulation, and by
transfer in the colostrum.

The placental route of

transfer in human beings is almost certainly the more
important of the two.

The duration of this inherited

placental immunity seems to vary in proportion to the
concentration of antibody inherited.

Most of this

inherited antibody is lost at the end of six months,
but during the first six months of life most infants
are protected from scarlet fever, diphtheria, poliomyelitis and measles, provided their mothers possess
antibodies to these dieases. ( 106)

On the other hand.,

infants possess little or no immunity against other
diseases, such as pertussis, for which adults do not
possess circulating antibodies in an appreciable concentration.

It is in the age period from a few months

to two years that the mortality of most infectious
diseases is highest:

that is, during the time between

the loss of inherited immunity and the acquisition <::£
active immunity as a result of outside stimuli.
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The

antibody globulin pattern of the adu lt is gradually
built up as a result of the repeated antigenic stimulation of frank infections, latent or unrecognized
infections and artificial immunizat i on.

Before the

age of six months, infants, like young rab b its, do not
respond well to antigenic stimuli, and it is for this
reason that active immunization against pertussis,
diphtheria and smallpox is usually deferred until
the age of six months is reached. (106)
Few specific antibody globulins have been characterized chemically, with the e x ception of those found in

the serums of highly immunized animals, which have been
found to be gamma g lob ulins:

that is, globulins that

migrate slowly in 'the electric field.
"Although antibodies are extremely useful in the
dia gnosis of many infectious d iseases, and their
pre s ence in t he serum usually indicates a state of
resistance, their primary importance in brin ging about
the cure of specific infections is in many cases open
to question.

In general, passive immunization by the

administration of sufficient performed antibody is more
universally effective in prevention than in the treatment of infectious disea se.

Thus, tetanus antitoxin

can pre vent tetanus when g iven in sufficient quantities,
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but its therapeutic effect is dubious.

On the other

hand, both diphtheria and scarlatinal antitoxins are
unquestionably therapeutically effective when administered e arly in the disease, and the antibacterial
serums developed against the pneumococcus and the
influenza bacillus have proved their worth in the
clinic."-

(107)

In such a disease as typhoid fever,

and in most virus diseases, the administration of antibodies is ineffective as a form of treatment, possibly
because the etiolog ic agent multiplies within the body
cells, where it is protected from the action of the
antibodies. (108, 109)
Most evid e nce indicates that the antibody globulins,
or at least those globulins produced in response to
antigens that gain access to the . body from outside
arise in the reticuloendothelial cells.

Evidence for

this view is not overwhelming but is extremely

sug-

gestive. (56)
Besides the antibodies, there are other globulin
components of normal plasma that play a role in immune
reactions.

There are the fractions of complement or

alexin, which are of protein nature.
been divided into four components.

Complement has
Two protein compon-

ents, the so-called "midpiece" and "endpie ce 11 , have
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been separated from guinea-pig serum by Pillemer,
Ecker, Oncley and Cohn (110), and from human serum
by Ecker, Pillemer and their associates (111), and
have been shown to have mobilities that place them
with the a~pha and beta globulins.
I

Further studies

along these lines should help to elucidate this exceeding ly complex field of immunology.
Much other information regarding immunity and
plasma proteins has been gathered but its discussion
is beyond the scope of this thesis.

I

I

I
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DISTURBANCES OF THE SERUM PROTEINS
IN DISEASED STATES
The studies of Dr. Albert Epstein (7, 112), between the years 1912 and 1917 on the disturbances of
the serum proteins in disease, and his application
of the Starling hypothesis in the explanation of
nephrotic edema served as a great stimulus for the
mass of clinical investigation in this field in the
past twenty-five years.
In the normal adult, the concentration of the serum
proteins varies between 6 and 8 gm. per 100 cc.

The

proteins determined in the albumin fraction vary between 4 and 5.5 gm., and the globulins fluctuate between 1.5 and 2.5 gm . as measured by the three methods
previously discussed.

It has been customary in the

past to lay great emphasis on the ratio of albumin to
globulin .
of Epstein .

This tradition finds its orig in in the work
He pointed out in 1912 that the decrease

in serum proteins in the nephrotic state did not result from homodilution because, if this were so, the
albumin g lobulin ratio would remain constant.

In

reality, the albumin fraction was found to be sharply
decreased, and the globulin perhaps slightly increased.
Thus, a change in distribution of albumin and globulin
was established.

Since the physiolof ic and clinical
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consequences of disturbances in the serum proteins
depend on the actual concentrations of the albumin
and globulin fractions, most writers urge that emphasis be placed on these rather than on their ratio.
(46, 50, 51, 113, 114)

This can be explained as

follows: An albumin g lobulin ratio of 0.5 is obtained
when the albumin is 1.5 gm. and the globulin is 3 gm.
The same ratio is present when the albumin is 3 gm.
and the globulin is 6 gm.

It is obvious that the

decrease in albumin is the striking feature in the
first instance, and that an extraordinary increase
in globulin results in the same ratio in the second
instance.

Certainly the physiologic, diagnostic and

clinical implications are totally different despite
identical ratios.
From the standpoint of the clinician, patients
with disturbances in serum proteins may be separated
into two categories:

those in whom hypoalbuminemia

and its consequences dominate the disease picture,
and those in whom hyperglobulinemia is the outstanding
abnormality.
corollary.

To this generalization may be added a
Thus, abnormalities in the albumin fraction

always occur in the direction of a decrease, whereas
significant changes in the globulin fraction are associated with increases in these proteins.
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Albumin values

greater than 5.5 gm. indicate either that dehydration
or an abnormally soluble globulin is present.

The

presence of an abnormal globulin und er these circumstances can be verified if the results obtained by
the salting -out method, are compared with those obtained by the Tiselius or immunochemical technics of
analysis.

Although there is a sound physiologic and

chemical bas is for segregation of patients into these
categories of hypoalbuminemia and hyperglobulinemia,
it must be recogn ized that an outstanding disturbance
in one protein fraction is often accompanied by some
change in the other. (114)

For example, the serum

al oumin in a patient with cirrhosis of the liver may
be reduced to 2.5 gm. per 100 cc., and at the same
time the globulins may be increased to 5 gm.

Or, in

a patient with lumphogranuloma inguinale, as shown by
Gutman (115) the characteristic hyper g lobullnemia ls
often associated with some degree of hypoalbuminemla.
In a study of physiolog ic variations of plasma
protein levels, Weiner (113) found slight differences
between sexes, and in the same individual during the
year.

He found that determinations made on the first

day of menstruation and on the eighth day showed variations of 8-15% for albumin, 18-30% for globulin and
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14-25% for fibrinogen.

Variations due to food or

fluid intake do not exceed 10%.

Temporary misleading

increases in the serum protein concentration may result from certain physiolog ical factors, such as hyperventilation, vigorous muscular exercise, stasis of
blood due . to chilling, ar:rl marked dehydration from
either excessive sweating, small flu i d intake, or
fever. ( 47)
Decreasing concentrations of albumin lead to a
diminishing tendency for interstitial fluid to be
brought back into the ca p illaries.

In hypoalbuminemia,

when the osmotic activity of the serum proteins .at the
venous end of the capillaries is less than the hydrostatic pressure, edema fluid will accumulate.

This

idea is in accord with the Starling hypothesis (6),
the validity of which was established by the direct
measurements of Landis.( 99)

Various workers have

found th a t edema fluid tends to accumulate when the
serum albumin concentration falls below a so-called
"critical level."

Thus , Moore and Van Slyke (116)

observed that edema was usually present in patients
in whom the serum albumin concentration was less then
2.5 gm. per 100 cc.

In malnutrition, Bruckman and Peters

(117) state that edema almost always · develops when the
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albumin falls below 3 gm. per 100 cc.

It is essential,

however, to emphasize that other factors, such as the
intake of sodium salts, the local renal factors of
blood flow, glomerular filtration pressure, tubular
reabsorption and tissue pressure, as well as unknown
factors, may be of considerable importance. (101, 102)
Thus, the rigid restriction of sodium salts tends to
limit edema formation even in the presence of very low
serum albumin concentrations.

Also, striking diuresis

may at times occur for wholly unexplained reasons when
the concentration of serum albumin is maintained well
below the critical level. (78)
One of the commonest causes of hypoproteinemia
is malnutrition, which may be due to a diet poor in
protein or to improper absorption or utilization of
a diet edequ ate in protein content.

Improper absorp-

tion may occur in diarrhea, cancer of the stomach or
pancreas, intestinal fistulae, and so on.

In diarrhea,

in addition, serum protein may be lost to the body as
whole blood or plasma in the stools.

Even if properly

absorbed, the proteins may not be synthesized if the
patient has any form of liver disease. (114)
Abnormal metabolism of the serum proteins may be
found in cases of' uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, per62.

nicious anemia or hyperthyroidism.

When diabetes is

uncontrolled, the serum protein concentration is low;
and when controlled, lt returns to normal.

A diabetic

whose blood proteins are low without other cause is
probably not completely regulated. (4 7 )

Likewise the

low serum protein concentration which frequently accompanies pernicious anemia rises as the patient responds
to treatment with liver extract. (47)

In hyperthyroid-

ism also the serum protein concentration may be low and
generally re turns to normal after a de qua te surgery.

In

the latter disease increased blood volume as well as
increased catabolism may be responsible. (46)
Cancer, whether primary or metastic, when it affects
the stomach, pancreas, or liver, is accompanied by a
lowered serum albumin concentration.

However, when it

does not affect these sites, the serum albumin concentr a M on is normal even in the face of marked tissue
emaciation.

Cancer of the stomach and pancreas probably

interferes with the anabolism of serum protein from the
abs orbed amino acids. ( 114)
The lowest protein concentrations are seen in
nephrosis or the nephrotic stage of nephritis.

Con-

trary to the impressi·o n given by the frequent reference
to the reversed A/G ratio the g lobulin is not usually
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increased above normal in these conditions. (54)
Of particular interest is the fact that the serum
proteins in nephrosis are qualitatively as well as
quantitatively altered.

As has been mentioned pre-

viously, Goettsch and Lyttle (30) demonstrated an
incomplete precipitation reaction between nephrotic
sera and antisera developed against normal albumin
and globulin.
Tuchman and Sobotka (118) f'ound nephrotic albumin to be high in tyrosine.

Low cystine values were

noted by Alving and Mirsky (119).

Abnormal electro-

phoretic patterns have been reported by Longsworth.
(120)

Bourdillon ( 121) was unable to crystallize

either the serum albumin or the urine albumin from
nephrotic cases.

He also reports a 50-100% higher

molecular weight of both nephrotic albumin and globulin as separated with ammonium sulfate in comparison
to that of normal sera.

Osmotic pressure studies re-

vealed that the serum albumins and globulins had abnormally high molecular weights, whereas the urine albumin had abnormally low molecular weight.

Thus,there

seems to be a heterogeneous albumin fraction in nephrosis
in which subfractions of lower molecular size pass freely
in to the ur ine • ( 121 )
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In uncomplicated cardiac decompensation there is
usually some lowering of the protein concentration,
but it is rarely below 5.5 grams.

This slight lower-

ing is probably due to the increased blood volume
which accompanies decompensation, and in these cases
the protein concentration usually returns to normal
with the return to compensation.

Changes in protein

concentration thus offer us some guide as to progress
of the patient in heart failure. (47)
Not infrequently when a patient has peripheral
edema., the question arises as to whether this is due
to uncomplicated heart failure or to chronic glornerular nephritis.

If the total protein is above 5.5 grams

or the albumin a·bove 3.0 grams., the probability is that
the edema is due to heart failure.

When it is below

this level., the edema is probably due., at least in part.,
to the lowered osmotic pressure or to low serum protein
concentration such as is found in chronic glomerular
nephritis.

This point may be helpful in differential

diagnosis.

( 114)

Hypoproteinemia is of great importance during
pregnancy.

In certain cases of edema occurring during

pregnancy the hypoproteinemia is due to improper dietary
habits of the mother in addition to the protein drain
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caused by the fetus.

Wben these patients are given

adequate diets or plasma transfusion, the edema may
disappear. (51)

Furthermore, the slight fall in serum

protein concentration which frequently accompanies
normal pregnancies, especially after the fifth month
of gestation, becomes very marked in some of the
toxemias.
Serum protein may be lost to the body by hemorrhage, either acutely as occasionally occurs in patients
with peptic ulcer or chronically as may occur from
hemorrhoids.

There may be loss of plasma alone as in

weeping forms of eczema or burns.

Recently the import-

ance of the correction of hypoproteinemia in these
conditions and particularly in burns has been much stressed.
Certain causes of chronic poisoning such as benzene,
carbon tetrachloride, phosgene and phosphorus produce
hypoproteinemia, probably through their effect upon the
liver. (4'l)
Liver disease {cirrhosis particularly, also cancer,
hemochromatosis and other conditions) is the commonest
cause of simultaneous reduction in the albumin and increase in the globulin concentration.

In the absence

of the other two conditions noted below, such a change
in blood protein may be considered strong evidence of
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liver disease.

The increased globulin concentra-

tion which occurs when the liver is involved suggests
that the liver cell or the Kupfer cell tn the liver,
a part of the reticule-endothelial system, may be
important in g lobulin formation.

Next to cirrhosis,

acute glomerular nephritis is the commonest cause of
such a change in both albumin and g lobulin. (47)

The

increase in g lobulin concentration in this ddsease is
probably secondary to the associated infection. (47)
The only other circumstance in which a change in both
albumin and globulin is found is that in which two
conditions are present, the one causing hyperglobulinemia,
the other hY.poalbuminemia. (47)
Hyperproteinemia (above 7.5 grams) means almost
invariably hyperg lobulinemia.

Ii

Kagan's (114) study, in

which the cases were selected because they were suspected
of possible blood protein changes, hyperproteinemia

was

found in less than 10 per cent of all the analyses.
Recent work indicates that the reticule-endothelial
system may be the site of origin of globulin, (57) and
diseases involving this system form a convenient group,
each causing hyperproteinemia.

Of these, monocytic

leukemia, multiple myeloma, and kala azar cause the
highest values for total serum protein concentration
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which are recorded.

The total prote i n concentration

in multiple myeloma has been found to be as high as
23.4 grams and .in monocytic leukemia as high as 10.1
grams.

Gutman and his colleagues (115) report many

abnormal globulins in multiple myeloma--only one of
which is the Bence-Jones protein.
Determination of blood proteins in multiple
myeloma is said to be more valuable es an aid in
diagnosis than the search for Bence-Jones protein in
the urine.

Ulrich finds that it is frequently present

in the absence of Bence-Jones protein.

The level is

said to increase as the disease progi,essea. (47)
There are also reports in the literature of comparatively small increases in the serum globulin in
lymphoid and myeloid leukemia and in carcinomatous
metastasis to bone marrow and liver. ( 46)
In most patients where hyperproteinemia exists
it is due to infection and th i s 1s mostly of a suppurative or chronic nature. (46, 47, 53)

These include

broncbiectesis, lung abscess, tuberculosis, syphilis,
chronic osteomyelitia, chronic pyonephrosis, Boeck 1 s
sarcoid, leprosy, rheumatoid arthritis, lymphopathia
venereum, subacute bacterial endocarditis, lupus
erythematoais disseminate, and periarteritis· nodosa.
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Except for lymphopathia venereum, subacute bacterial
endocarditis, Boeck 1 s sarcoid and pulmonary suppuration~ the increase of globulin in these cases is not
usually very marked and the toal protein concentration
is seldom over 9.0 grams.

A few diseases which are

rare in this country, such as filariasia, trypanosomiasis,
and schistosomiasis, may also produce increased globulin
concentration. (47)
It is doubtful whether the increase in globulin
in these conditions is due entirely to increase in
immune bodies in the blood .

The increase may be the

result of antibody antigen interaction and may not be
active antibody. (53)
In dehydration one would expect an increased concentration of blood proteins both albumin and g lobulin.
However, the albumin is increased only temporarily in
the early stage of dehydration, after which globulin
continues to increase and albumin remains stationary
or falls, the latter perhaps due to diarrhea, infection,
or whatever may be the fundamental cause of the dehydration. (113)
5.0 grams.

Albumin concentration rarely exceeds

This suggests that perhaps there is some

mechanism within the body which destroys albumin when
its concentration exceeds a certain point. (114)
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Talbott (122) suggested that an increase in capillary
permeability during dehydration might cause a loss of
the albumin fraction.
Many patients with dehydration, when g iven fluid,
develop edema.

This is easily understood if one

realizes that albumin is lost as blood concentration
occurs; then when blood volume is restored by physiolog ic saline or similar fluid, the remaining albumin
is diluted to a point where there is insuff icient
osmotic pressure within the blood to prevent edema
formation.

This can be avoided by choosing a fluid,

such as plasma, when it is thus indicated. ( 47)
Thus we find hyperglobulinemia or hyperproteinemia
in four distinct groups: (1) dehydration, (2) diseases
involving the reticulo-endothelial system, (3) liver
diseases,. (4) infe c tions (see Table 3).

The total

protein concentration is rarely above 9.0 grams in
conditions other than multiple myeloma, lymphopathia
venereum, and dehydration and in a few less common
diseases discussed above.

The fact that it is increased

above normal may be very helpful in differential dia gnosis involving these diseases and in the treatment of
dehydration.
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Table 1
HYPO PROTE INEMIA
(l) Malnutrition
Dietary
(a) Endemic and sporadic
(b) Ass.ociated with chronic infection., pellagra.,
·
beriberi., etc.
(c) Po or appetite (any protracted illness., cardiac decompensation., chronic alcoholism)
(d) Mechanical interference with food intake
Poor absorption
(a) Idiopathic?
(b) Diarrhea
(c) Intestinal fistulae
(d)Cancer of stomach., pancreas
Poor utilization?
(a) Pernicious anemia., uncontrolled
(b) Diabetes melitus., unre gulated
(2) Kidney Diseases
Nephroses--all types
Glomerular nephritis., chronic
Amyloid kidney
(3) Liver Diseases
Cirrhosis
Cancer
Passive congestion
(4) Protein Dilution
Excess fluid administration
(5) Protein Loss
Hemorrhage, acute or chronic
Wee ping wound s or skin lesions - burns
Shock., surg ical and traumatic
Massive chronic suppuration
Ascites
(6) Heart Failure
(7) Hyperthyroidism
(8} Chronic Poisoning
Benzene., carbon tetrachloride
War gas (phosgene)
Phosphorous
(9) Toxemias of Pregnancy
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Table 2

CONDITIONS CAUSING HYPERGLOBULINEMIA
AND HYPOALBUMINEMIA SIMULTANEOUSLY
(1) Liver diseases
(A) Cirrhosis
(a) Primary
(b) Secondary to heart fai l ure
(B) Cancer
(a) Primary
(b) Metastatic
(2) Acute glomerular nephritis

(3) Combination of two diseases, the one causing increased globuTin, the otherdecreased album'Iii,
as
(ATincreased globulin
(a) Syphilis
(b) Tuberculosis
(c) Lymphopathia venereum
{d)Periarteritis nodosa
{e) Subacute bacterial endocarditis
{f) Multiple mye loma
(B) Decreased albumin
(a) Nephritis ·
(b) Malnutrition
(c) Diarrhea
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Table 3
HYPERPROTEINEMIA*

(1) Dehydration
Insuf f icient intake
Fluid loss
(a) Intestinal obstruction and fistulae
(b) Diarrhea, especially infants
( c) Cholera
(d) Diabetic acidosis
(e) Vomiting
(f) Burns
(g ) Heat cramps and heat exhaustion
(h) Fulminant infections
(i) Addison's disease
(2) Diseases involving Reticulo-endothelial ~stem
Multiple myeloma
Monocytic leukemia
Lymphoblastoma
(3) I nfections, Chronic
Suppuratlve Pulmonary disease
Ulcerative tuberculosis
Bronchiectasis
Lung Abscess
Chronic Osteomyelitis
Chronic Pyonephrosis
Syphilis
Lymphopathia venereum
Subacute bacterial endocarditis
Periarteritis nodosa
Lupus erythematosis
Rheumatoid arthritis
Boeck' s sarcoid
Malaria
Leprosy
Kala azar
Sch is tos omias is
F ilariasis
Trypanosomias is
(4) Liver Disease
Cirrhosis of liver, early
Primary cancer_of liver
Chronic Passive congestion
* Modified from Kagan (47)
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLASMA PROTEINS AND
VARIOUS CLINICAL LABORATORY TESTS
In clinical laboratories, several methods for
determination of the plasma protein concentration
have been used .

The most accurate and widely used

is th at which ma~es use of their solubilities: that is,
the salting out of various protein fractions by different concentrations of neutral salts, particularly sodium sulfate. (123)

In this way the plasma is broken

up into several conventional fractions, each of which
contains a mixture of protein molecules of similar
solubility.
In addition to this d i rect method, which has the
great virtue of ena b ling one to determine not only
the total protein content but also the amounts of
albumin and globulin present in any plasma specimen,
are a number of indirect methods for the determination
of the protein content of plasma.

One that has found

widespread use because of its simplicity is the determination of plasma spicific gravity, which in turn
depends almost entirely on its protein content. (124,
125)

Unfortunately, specific- gravity methods have one

great defect: namely, that they fail to give any idea
of the relative concentrations of different proteins
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in the plasma.

Thus, it is possible to have a

normal specific gravity with a very low plasma albumin leve 1#

CNJ

ing to an associated increase in

globulin concentration.

In studying the progress

of single cases, however, and particularly in following the acute changes in such conditions as burns,
traumatic shock and acute medical and surgical emergencies, this method has proved extremely useful.
Tumen and Bockus (48) compared serum protein
levels with other liver function tests in 45 patients
with hepatic disease and came to the following conclusions.

Lowered albumin levels occur in chronic

advanced liver disease and in most instances of obstructive jaundice.

There is usually but not always

a slight increase in the globulin level.

The galactose

tolerance test is more delicate index of acute hepatic
damage, but less accurate than serum albumin for chronic
hepatic disorders.

In non-jaundiced cases, the urobilin-

ogen test was positive in all cases where there was
hypoalbuminemia, but the
more sensitive.

romsalphalein test was much

In those cases with a positive Takata-

Ara test the serum albumins were low.
A number of empirical tests that have been used
in clinical medicine for varying periods of time depend on variations in the pattern of the plasma pro75.

teins.

The most widely used of these is the sediment-

ation rate, which as Fahraeus (126), showed, depends
not on changes in the red cells themselves but on
changes in the menstruum in which they are suspended.
Changes in the plasma influence the rate of aggregation
of the red cells, and hence the size of the resulting
particles, which, with the viscosity of the plasma
itself, determines the rate of sedirr~ntation or the
extent of settling in a given period of time.

Recent

studies by Ham a~d Curtis and others (127, 128, 129)
have shown that an increase sedimentation rate occurs
when there is an increase of certain plasma globulins,
particularly fibrinogen, and that it depends on alterations of the colloidal state of the plasma.
Other reactions that have been used to detect increases in the globulin fraction or the presence of
certain abnormal globulins are the formol gel, TakataAra, Waltman coagulation, cephalin flocculation and
colloidal- gold tests.

The studies of Kabat and his

co-workers (130) indicate that the colloidal-g old
activity of the cerebro-s p inal fluid from cases of
syphilis of the central nervous system is associated
with the presence of a gamma globulin fraction apparently

derived from the central nervous system, since its
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relative concentration is much higher than in the serum.
In normal spinal fluids the protein pattern reflects
that of the serum, but the concentration is about one
three-hundredth as great.

A subsequent study has

shown that the cephalin flocculation reaction, found
by Hanger (131) to be positive in cases of hepatic
damage and thus to be useful in distinguishing between obstructive and hepatogenous jaundice, is due
to chan[es in the gamma globulin fraction of serum.
(132)

Unlike the colloidal-gold reaction, it is not

inhibited by albumin.

Tests that probably detect the

presence of specific abnormal globulins that have not
been isolated are the cold agglutinin test, recently
advocated for the diagnosis of certain forms of atypical
pneumonia, and the Donath-Landsteiner test for the presence of the cold hemolysins that give rise to the syndrome of paroxysmal hemoglublinuria of the syphilitic
type. ( 133, 134)
It is probable that further researches will reveal more e x actly the nature of the disturbances in
blood proteins that underlie these different reactions,
thus greatly enhancing the value of these relatively
simple and hence convenient tests.
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TREATMENT OF PLASMA PROTEIN DISTURBANCES
It should be clear from the foregoing discussion that alterations in the normal pattern of the
plasma proteins are not diseases in themselves, but
are merely reflections of more deep-seated changes
in the body tissues.

Therefore, treatment in most

cases is not directed at the plasma protein disturbance itself, but at the un derlying disease, except
where alterations in the plasma, such as the hypoproteinemia of nephrosis, affect the whole organism adversely.
Hyperproteinemia, which is almost always hyperg lobulinemia, is associated with diverse clinical
conditions, the etiology of many of which is unknown,
butfor certain of which, such as kala azar, malaria
and lymphopathia venereum, there are definite methods
of treatment.

Since hyperproteinemia per se has not

yet been demonstrated to be harmful, its treatment at
present would be unnecessary, even if the proper procedure were known.
In contrast to ex cesses, deficiencies of the many
plasma proteins are amenable to treatment, which is
frequently required to correct serious disturbances
of the body economy as a result of the deficiency of
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circulating protein itself or the underlying functional
defect that it reflects.

Two general lines of therapy

are open to the physician: first, substitution or replacement therapy; and second, provision of adequate
protein-formine materials or the stimulus to synthesis,
thereby enabling the body to repair its own deficiency.
The latter method is always preferable wherever possible
sinc e it offers permanent rather than temporary relief.
It takes time, however, and depends on the integrity
of the synthetic processes, so that in acute emergencies,
or where there is failure of synthesis, replacement
therapy must be used. (107)
A deficiency of circulating total protein is
associated with the rapid loss of blood or plasma,
such as occurs in hemorrhage, severe inJuries and
burns, although the pla sma protein concentration and
distribution may be normal .

The capacity of the body

to compensate f or blood or plasma loss is conditioned
by its ability to manufacture new plasma protein.

This

occurs at a remarkably rapid r~te, provided an adequate
circulation is maintained.

Following a venesection of

15 to 20 per cent of the total blood volume a normal
subject can replace the lost blood with new plasma in
about three days. {135)

Obviously, this is too slow
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to bring about recovery in traumatic shock, which may
become irreversi ole in a few hours, and furthermore,
it has been shown that plasma protein production in
dogs is practically nil when the blood pressure is
at shock levels. (136)

It is because of this vicious

circle that the early treatment of shock with fluids
capable of maintaining blood volume is so important.
Crystalloid solutions are too rapidly lost from the
circulation and tend to lower the plasma protein concentration by dilution and by increasing the rate of
plasma loss at the site of injury. (137)

The ideal

replacement fluid is that which most closely approximates that which is being lost.

Thus, whole blood

or a mixture of whole blood and plasma are best for
wounds combining hemorrhage and trauma, whereas plasma
is superior for crushing injuries, peritonitis and burns,
where the factor of hemorrhage is minimal.

Since tm

effectiveness of plasma in restoring blood volume depends chiefly on its albumin content, the administration

.

of suf f icient aloumin should be as efficacious as plasma
in most shock cases.

Because albumin is extremely sol-

uble and stable it has been put up in concentrated form25 gm. in 100 cc. of saline- to provide an instantly
available, compact blood substitute for emergency use
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under military conditions, where space is at a premium.
In clinical trials this has been shown to be effective,
but since it draws on the tissue fluids to increase
the volume of circulating plasma, additional water and
salt must sooner or later be given the patient by some
route, particularly in cases in which dehydration is
present. (138, 139, 140)
Hypoalbuminemia, or a diminution of the albumin
concentration below normal, gives rise to edema when
the value for plasma albumin falls below 2.0 to 2.5
gm. per 100 cc., and is known to be associated with
poor healing of surgical wounds, and even with wound
disruption after operation. (141)

Hypoalbuminemia is

a manifestation of a poor state of nutrition of the
tissues in general.

Thus, the maintenance of an ade-

quate level of serum albumin is undoubtedly of equal
importance in the treatment of medical and of surgical
patients.

Replacement therapy requires large amounts

of injected proteins.

As Elman and his group have

shown dietary nitrogen loss or gain in dogs is distributed between the tissue and serum proteins in a
ratio: of' about 30:l.

The protein stores of the tissues

must be replenished as the value for plasma albumin 1s
restored to normal.

Clinical experience has shown that

this may take considerable time. (142)
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Wherever possible, the administration of proteinbuilding material rather than simple replacement therapy
should be undert aken.

The patient should be put on a

high-protein diet, with adequate calories in carbohydrate and .fat to spare protein catabolism. (143)
Where the appetite ~is poor, intravenous alimentation
with a protein digest or an adequate amino acid mixture may be used to supplement the oral protein intake.
Unfortunately, there are some patients, particularly
those with liver disease, in whom the synthetic processes are so impaired that replacement therapy with
plasma may have to be g iven if the hypoalbuminemia is
to be relieved.

The enormous amounts required and the

poor ultimate prognosis where liver function is seriously
deranged ma ke the value of such therapeutic efforts somewhat dubious.

The favorable reports of Patek and Post

(92) on improvement in some cases of cirrhosis of liver
treated with a diet rich in proteins and the vitamin B
complex suggest that definite return of the ability to
synthesize albumin may occur on such a regime and that
th i s is t he procedure of choice in chronic liver disease.

In acute hepatitis, the use of plasma to help

tide a patient over a critical period of hypoalbuminemia
may be indicated, since the ultimate outlook is fairly
good.
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It should be pointed out that the amounts of
plasma protein required for the therapy of nephrotic
hypoalbuminemia are large, since the deficiency of
alb,umin is so extreme and the ra t e of loss in the
urine so higi.

Concentrated human serum (144) and

concentrated human albumin (145) have both been advocated.

Use of the latter, particularly in aqueous

solution, is rational, even though the amounts required
are extremely large.

Protein hydrolysates and amino

acid mixtures provide means of increasing the supply
of protein-forming material to nephrotic patients and
have a role in the treatment of patients with good
renal function, as Farr, Emerson and Futcher (54) have
shown.

In cases with poor renal function, the injected

amino acids result in a rise of blood nonprotein nitrogen. ( 145)
Deficiencies in certain globulins do occur and
in certain cases canoe rectified by appropriate therapy.
The antibody globulins are frequently deficient, particularly in infants, since specific antibodies are probably not acquired except as a result of the stimulus
of artificial immunization or from contact with the ·
disease-producing agent. (107)
Passive immunization is a form of replacement
therapy whereby a specific antibody is supplied by
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injection of the serum from an immune person or an
immunized animal.

The use of heterologous antibody

carries with it the risk of serum sickness, in which
the lesions of per iarter it is nodosa have recently
been demonstrated. (146)

Because the risk of serum

disease is obviated, there is an increasing use of
human serum for passive immunization, particularly
in the prophylaxis of measles and pertussis and in
the treatment of' pertussis nnd scar let fever. ( 147)
Unfortunately, the fact that even human serum is not
without its dan gers has been forcibly brought home
by the recognition of homologous serum jaundice.

Re-

cent studies lndicate th a t this is probably due to a
virus present in the blood of patients in the pre-jaundice stage of infectious hepatitis. (148)
The superiority of the method of therapy that
depends on supplying the body with protein-forming
materials is nowhere better illustrated than in the
case of the antibodies.

Here the protein-building

material is easily supplied by t he diet, but the stimulus to antibody formation must be. provided by active
immunization, which gives rise to a much more permanent
and solid immunity than can be achieved by passive immunization.

Cannon (103) has suggested that in severe
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protein deficiency the ability of the body to form
antibodies may be impaired.
It is probable that the time may come when it will
be possible to analyze protein deficiencies in terms
of their individual components, and to supply the
missing components in pure and highly concentrated
form.

It should, however, be emphasized that replace-

ment therapy is a temporary measure, absolutely essential
for acute emergencies, such as shock, acute infections
and hemohilic crises.

Equally important is the know-

ledge concerning the source and essential factors for
the synthesis of the different functionally important
plasma proteins.

In the case of prothrombin, the dis-

covery that vitamin K is essential to its synthesis by
the liver has made possible the rational treatment cf
prothrombin deficiency.

In the future similar studies

with regard to the other blood proteins - the essential
dietary factors and amino acids necessary for their
manufacture - should yield fundamental knowledge of
great practical si f nificance in clinical medicine and
surgery.
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SUMMARY

From the fore going discussion it is apparent that
modern concepts concerning the plasma proteins are far
jn advance of those held in the days when Dr . Bostock
made his classic comment re garding the serum albumin
from Dr. Bright's dropsical patients.

This advance

has been made possible py the development of new
analytical methods for protein investigation.

Major

contributions in this field were made by A. Tiselius
who developed the present day electrophoresis apparatus;
by

T. Svedberg with his ultracentrifugation technic; by

M. Heidelberger with his exhaustive research in the
immunological reactions of plasma protein fractions·,
and by many others.
When separation of the different fractions of
plasma became possible, more specific substances were
obtained.

This allowed the investigator to eliminate

the interference of the other fractions and examine
plasma proteins piece by piece rather than as a heterogenous material .

The absolute in purification of these

fractions has not Deen achieve~ but this is no longer
an impossible objective.
The electrophoretic studies by L. G. Longsworth
have shown marked variations in the patterns when com86.

paring plasma proteins of healthy individuals with
those of diseased individuals.

To have gained the

knowledge that marked qualitative diff erences as
well as quantitative differences occur in disease

states is truly a great stride forward in our understanding the physiolog ical and the pathological
metabolism of proteins.
Tracing protein molecules by means of isotopes
has contributed a great deal to the knowledge of
plasma protein • . Schoenheimer, using this method,
demonstrated that no such thing as a permanent protein molecule ex ists, but that proteins are constantly
being broken down into amino acids and rebuilt to the
molecular state.

Th is shed an entirely new light on

the concept of protein structure.
The literature concerning the site of ortg in
and sythe s is of plasma proteins is voluminous.

As

might be expected, the question is still far from
settled.

All observations and experiments provide

only indirect evidence for an answer, and much of it is
in conflict.
The correlation between prothrombin, fibrino gen, and
albumin levels with liver damage due to diseases, poisons,
etc. has focused much attention on the liver as the site
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,

of origin.

The possibility that other sites may exist

cannot be denied, but the weight of the evidence points
to the liver.
The site of formation of the g lobulin fractions
cause even more disput~ but Sabin's work with antigenic dyes has offered unusually good evidence in
favor of the Kupfer cells in the liver and the reticulo-endothelial system.

Clinical evidence also supports

this contention since diseases of the reticuloendothelial
system have been demonstrated to be associated with a
hyperelobinemic state of the serum.
That ingested protein is broken down into amino
acids which are absorbed from the gut by the blood stream
is not strongly contested by present day literature.
What happens to these amino acids in the blood stream
is pure conjecture.

The liver probably synthesizes

plasma protein from amino acids which together are
used by the body tissues to meet nitrogen requ•i rements.
That there is a dynamic equilibrium between the
tissues and the plasma protein seems to be fairly well
borne out by observations concerning the upset of this
equilibrium.
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Experimental plasma protein depletion has produced much evidence that the body has marked power
to regenerate these elements.

This is largely because

of reserve stores of plasma protein building material.

Regeneration occurs rapidly and can be plotted graphically as a straight line curve.

This is true unless

prolonged depletion has occurred.

When such is the

case there is a more gradual rise to the normal level.
D1B t has been found to markedly influence the rate of
plasma protein re generation.

The potency of various

proteins has be.en charted in an earlier chapter.
Present day knowledge considers a multitude of
plasma protein functions.

Not only do serum albumin

and globulin play the key role in protein nutrition
of the body, but they are also important factors in
the maintenance of blood volume and fluid balance.
Progress in immunology since the discovery that
antibodies are modified gamma globulins has been indeed tremendous.

This, however, is largely beyond

the sco~ of this discussion.
In the field of therapeutics, plasma proteins and
the 1r fractions have become most valuable in replacement therapy for (a) excessive loss of albumin, such
as occurs in nephrosis or repeated fluid tappings; (b)
excessive utilization, es in febrile illnesses; and
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(c) inadequate production due to poor protein intake,
poor absorption, or failure of albumin synthesis.
It is probable that the time may come when it
will be possible to analyze protein deficiencies in
terms of their individual components, and to supply
the missin g components in pure and higp.ly concentrated
form.
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